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Cape cod mall movie theater

Big changes are brewing in the film industry: Emerging digital technology is about to revolutionize your studio as well as your local cinema. Find out why Hollywood is going to be digital! By Tom Harris If you've ever seen an IMAX movie, you know it's not a typical movie. Sometimes it takes years to produce, resulting in an incredible unparalleled viewing
experience. Learn all about this amazing film making technology! From Marshall Brain Spielberg has said that sound is the greatest technological achievement of modern film. Indeed, much has changed since the first talkies when a musical score and a few pieces of dialogue first made cinematic history. From Jeff Tyson When you see the THX logo splashed
on a movie screen, and listen to the Deep Note brand, you know you're in for an acoustic celebration. But what does this logo mean? Learn what THX is and why it improves your cinematic experience. With Jeff Tyson When you sit in a movie theater the screen is the center of attention. But have you ever walked up close and looked at it? Discover the
intricacies of a movie screen and learn how to find the best place at home. By Jeff Tyson When you see a movie in the theater, do you notice the projector? Without it, you'd be looking at a blank screen. Enter the viewing booth and find out what it takes to see a movie. By Jeff Tyson Photography: ShutterstockTime, space, people, place. As businesses open
up and events start happening again, I keep thinking about these factors. Spending a lot of time in an enclosed space with a lot of other people is not where I want to be on the COVID-19 risk spectrum. And that means no movies, to me, for a long time. But some theaters are opening. So are many other things that rank quite high on the risk spectrum: Some
churches are starting to have services in person again. The president held a rally. Restaurants in many areas are open for indoor dining. As the rules ease, we have to ask ourselves some strange questions: Is it safe to see a friend? Go to Read More I'm not interested in any of this, personally, as a customer. But I'm also worried about the workers in these
places, because they're subject to all our germs. As a customer, you can decide that you will still eat out occasionally, as a treat. As a server, you cannot decide to work occasionally. So as we see more opportunities to get out of the house, we need to weigh these risks carefully, because other people - companies, governments - are not necessarily acting in
our best interests at heart. Because something is Doesn't mean it's safe. Cinemas are trying to keep their security measures thin, The Washington Post reports, because they fear people won't feel comfortable going at all if they're constantly reminded of how dangerous a movie can be. Maybe that's the way it should be. Businesses are reopening in many
many and it is perfectly understandable if you feel tempted to ... Read morePersonally, I'm doing my best to avoid situations with: crowdsmaskless peoplesing or shouting indoor gatheringsexeal time periods near othersI'll go shopping. I could think, someday, of a short trip to the gym at off-peak times for some socially distanced squats. I'm not getting on a
plane anytime soon, and I'm definitely not going to be in a movie theater for two hours. You? The smell of popcorn, rolling laughter and breaths of surprise from a crowd-cinemas have the unparalleled ability to enchant and offer an escape for a few hours. Recently at risk from an army of video streaming services, movie-going remains a coveted hobby for
cinephiles. And while cinemas may not be on the lists that most travelers have to make when they're in a new place, there are exceptions. These theaters offer an overall experience worth traveling for, whether it's the opulence of the old world or the comfort and service of the new era. From one of the country's oldest venues to a theatre that brews its own
beer, go here for more than a night in the movies. August 14, 2017Cordy El Capitan TheatreOffering the opportunity to revisit classic films on the silver screen daily, the Castle Theatre excels in pairing its historical excavations with antiquated treasures of cinematic history. Built in 1922 in the heart of San Francisco's Castle district, the large film hall merges
Spanish, East Asian and Italian design influences and houses more than 1,400 locations. There's definitely something else-cosmic going on at the Sci-Fi Dine-In Theater Restaurant at Walt Disney World's Hollywood Studios-and it's not just the sci-fi movie roll. This magical feeling comes through a total immersive recreation of a 1950s cinema, complete with
custom car booths that serve as a table for your meal. The short clips of oddly transfixing sci-fi classics fade into the background as the real special effect becomes the sense of time they travel. Hollywood's golden age remains within the sacred walls of the El Capitan Theatre, a legendary Los Angeles movie house that has a dazzling new lease on life through
Walt Disney Studios. Built by visionary Charles E. Toberman in 1926, the 1,100-seat theater now exclusively shows Disney movies, with a rotating reel of new releases, classic mice and premieres. A bonus on each movie ticket comes through pre-show live entertainment themed feature presentation), capturing the miracle for all ages in Disney signature
style. One of the oldest operating theatres in the country, Thalian Hall dates back to 1858. A landmark with a flair for dramatic, its design is a cross of classical revival and late Victorian architecture with an image-perfect four-style façade. It's a performing arts center at its core, so plan ahead Grab an independent movie on the main stage, or choose one of the
film festivals that frequent the theater all year round. Giving new meaning to the old-school phrase, Portland, Oregon's Kennedy School is a hotel, brewery, and movie theater set in a former public elementary school. Built in 1915 and reused as its current iteration in 1997, the highlight of the space is its plush and relaxed cinema, where the seats are vintage
armchairs and sofas. What was once a space used for school assemblies now lives as a space for second-run movies and classics. Shifting from the heights of a great top circus to the grandeur of a prosthetic, Albert Ringling sought to reproduce France's ornate operas as a gift to his tiny hometown of Baraboo, Wisconsin. Built in 1915, the theater has
survived decades, and remarkable renovation efforts have resorted to masterpiece interiors. Arrive early to admire opulent columns, box seats, and chandelier. Classic films run intermittently as part of the theatre's regular arts programming. The kryptonite in every mass-market superhero movie, Film Forum has been a national leader in the presentation of
anti-culture cinema since its lo-fi beginnings in 1970. (Some relocations brought Film Forum to her current home on New York's Houston Street in 1989.) As the only non-profit cinema in New York, movie fans are looking for the familiar space for its three screens curated for exclusive premieres and a second look at faded classics. A cultural pillar in Boston's
Brookline neighborhood since 1933, Coolidge Corner has the rare distinction of being an ever-functioning theater dedicated to independent film. The well-preserved Art Deco style, along with a classic red curtain, sets the stage for movies you won't find in the Megaplex. Operating as a non-profit organization since 1989, the theater has undergone several
renovations over the past decade, restoring the operation to its historic glory by adding comfortable seats, HD projectors, and new sound systems. Craft cocktails and avocado toast are delivered to your seat mid-movie: The new wave of upscale movie-going can be spotted at one of alamo drafthouse's signature outposts, Alamo Drafthouse at the Ritz.
Founded in 1997 as a second-run cinema, Alamo Drafthouse created a new cinematic experience marketing hot dogs and sodas for craft food and craft beers. The company has found unbridled success, rapidly expanding to 29 locations across the country. Alamo relocated its original site from limits of a parking garage at Austin's historic Ritz Theatre in
2007.Explorebeauty pageantfilm IMDB Christmas is almost here! If you ask us, it's never too early to start pruning the tree, listening to Christmas music, and watching Hallmark Christmas movies every night in preparation for December 25. When the big day it's tempting to hug at home and watch Christmas movies on Netflix after gifts open and Christmas
dinner is devoured–but there's something to be said for hopping in the car and heading to the movies instead. If this happens to be your annual tradition, then you're in luck-there are tons of Christmas Day movies you can watch on the big screen this holiday season. Remakes are particularly popular this year as the highly awaited modern versions of Cats,
Little Women, and Charlie's Angels are all slated for premiere before Christmas. There are some charming child-friendly options, including Frozen II!— and even a horror movie as well. Regardless of your tastes, there's something for everyone in this roundup of new Christmas movies in theaters. But before you go, don't forget the most important project:
Stashing up on Christmas movie treats. If you don't fill your bags with Christmas cookies and Christmas sweets, you're doing it wrong! 1 of 18 Bombshell GET TICKETS Premieres: December 13 Charlize Theron, Nicole Kidman, and Margot Robbie bring the real controversy around Roger Ailes to the big screen. 2 of 18 Uncut Gems GET TICKETS Premieres:
December 13 last Adam Sandler is a thriller about a jeweler who risks it all for what could be some serious cash. 3 of Richard Jewell's 18 GET TICKETS Premieres: December 13 New film Director Clint Eastwood recounts the life of Richard Jewell, the American security guard who saved thousands of lives from a bombing-but was later discredited by the
media. 4 of 18 Jumanji: The Next Level GET TICKETSPrieres: December 13Th The characters from the remake are back-but with a twist. This time, Danny DeVito and Danny Glover are absorbed into the game along with the kids. Hilarious antics apparently arise. 5 of 18 Black Christmas GET TICKETSPrieres: December 13Th Christmas has been redesigned
many times, and the 2019 installment is sure to be the scariest yet. We wouldn't recommend bringing young people into this horror movie that doesn't end well for a group of sorority girls. 6 of 18 Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker GET TICKETSPremieres: December 20Star Wars movies are basically a Christmas tradition at this point. Lupita Nyong'o, Daisy
Ridley and Carrie Fisher's daughter Billie Lourd appear in the latest film of the Skywalker saga. 7 of 18 The Aeronauts GET TICKETSPremieres: December 20Th biographical adventure film shows pilot Amelia Wren (Felicity Jones) and scientist James Glaisher's (Eddie Redmayne) fight for survival as they try to higher than anyone in history in a gas balloon. 9
of 18 Little Women GET TICKETSPremieres: December 25Greta Gerwig directs the latest spin on Louisa May Alcott's iconic novel. Emma Watson, Florence Pugh, Meryl Streep, Laura Dern, Saoirse Ronan, and Timothée Chalamet-the list of cast members A-list A-list Ends! 10 of 18 Spies in Disguise GET TICKETSPremies: December 25Will Smith and Tom
Holland play the dynamic duo Lance and Walter in this child-friendly spy movie that will have the whole family laughing. 11 of 18 Just Mercy GET TICKETSPremieres: December 25A true story of civil rights defense attorney Bryan Stevenson (Michael B. Jordan) and the experiences he faced while trying to free a convicted death row inmate. 12 of 18 Harriet
GET TICKETSPremieres: November 1 This powerful biopic chronicles Harriet Tubman's incredible life, including how he freed many slaves using the Underground Railroad. 14 of the 18 Arctic Dogs GET TICKETSPremieres: 8Does become reality-at least for Swifty. It's an Arctic fox that's out to prove it can be the best sled dog the Arctic Blast Delivery Service
has ever seen. 15 of Charlie's 18 Angels GET TICKETSPremieres: November 15 Kristin Stewart, Naomi Scott, Ella Balinska, and Elizabeth Banks head up the latest film take on the original TV show that starred Farrah Fawcett. 16 of 18 Feast of the Seven Fish GET TICKETSPremieres: November 15Th This holiday story follows the ups and downs of a large
Italian family on Christmas Eve as they prepare for the traditional feast while reminiscing about the past and seeking love for the future. 17 of 18 Frozen II
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